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ABSTRACT
This final draft is to show the results and achievements of the project since the
beginning until it is completed. The development of an online text-based game and the load
tests ran on the game to compare the performance ofthe game against the standard acceptable
level of performance to prove that text-based games can and should be able to provide
acceptable level ofperformance so that everyone can experience it and have an enjoyable
time playing it. This project shows that the online text-based game developed during the
project are able to provide performances that are above the standard acceptable level of
performance after enduring a load test. The focus of the project is toward developing an
online text-based strategy game using content development and testing and comparing the
performances ofthe game interms ofthroughput, scalability, response time and page loading
time. The objective is to compare the performances of the developed online text-based game
against the standard acceptable level ofperformance using the data obtained from conducting
load tests on the text-based game. In the project that consists of two phases, I used content
development to develop anonline text-based game that is used in thetesting phase as thefirst
phase and then conducting the load test on the game and compare the results against the
standard acceptable level of performance as the second phase. The comparison are done by
using tools to measure and analyze several parameters of the game's performance which is
throughput, scalability, response time and page loading time to determine the performance of
the game against the standard acceptable level of performance. The methodology used is
Agile software development model which is RUP and AUP. This project shows that online
text-based games are supposed to be lightweight in nature to enable everyone to play the
game to its full potential and enjoying it. I hope that this project will help people to
understand how an online text-based game should perform and also to provide an online text-
based game that meets the standard acceptable level ofperformance.
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1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY
Online text-based games are games that use text characters instead of
bitmapped or vector graphics and are integrated inside a web page and users need to
access it using a web browser in order to play it. The games can be ofany genre such
as role-playing, strategy, turn-based and simulation. Most of these games are usually
free of charge but there are some games that charge its users a fee to play. These pay-
to-play games usually offer better user support comparing to the free ones. Users
from all over the world are able to play these games and interact with each other
inside the game. This can help people to communicate and socialize as well as filling
up their free time.
In this project, I have developed an online text-based strategy game and
conducted load tests on the game to obtain the data on the game's performances. The
data are then compared against the standard acceptable level of performance to see
whether the game meets the standard. The platform that I used is HTML. HTML is
the predominant markup language used for web pages and is widely used nowadays.
I used the concept of content development to develop the online text-based
game in HTML and PHP and then compare the performances of the game using tools
that can monitor and analyze the game's throughput, scalability, load time and page
loading time.
This project is beneficial in the way that I have proved that online text-based
game can be lightweight in terms of load so that everyone can enjoy the game. I also
have developed an online text-based game that meets the standard acceptable level of
performance and is fun to play.
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Nowadays, there are many online text-based games in the Internet. Most of
these games are using the HTTP/HTML web approach. In these games, the
performance is vital as good performance means good user experience for the players
to keep them playing.
Even though these games are supposed to be lightweight in terms of
performance since the interface did not involve heavy use of graphic which makes
text-based games ideal for everyone to experience a smooth running game, but some
of the text-based games did not offer performances that is acceptable to the players.
Most of the time, players will have to wait for a page that they requested, for
example when after they updated their game profile, to be loaded up as data from the
server is displayed. They will have to wait for a blank screen to be filled with data
loaded from the server before they can interact with the page. This is not a good user
experience as they might feel bored when having this problem.
Also, these games sometimes shows significant reduction in performance and
sometimes gives an error to the player especially when there are a lot of players are
online simultaneously. This problem should be avoided as these games should be
able to cater to at least a moderate amount of simultaneous players.
The response time that some of these games take to process and send back a
reply to the user are also below the accepted level of performance. This will cause
delay on the client side.
The most affected group of players is those that are playing on a low network
connection as these problems will make them experience bad user experience and
they cannot fully enjoy the game although it is only a text based game.
By developing a text-based game and then running load tests on the game to
see whether the game is able to give performances that is above the accepted level of
performances to show that text-based games can really be played by everyone to the
fullest without any exceptions.
1.3 OBJECTIVES
Below are the objectives of this project:
1. To develop an online text-based strategy game.
2. To run load tests on the developed online text-based game to obtain the data on
the game's performance in four parameters which is throughput, scalability,
response time and page loading time.
3. To compare the data from the load tests against the standard acceptable level of
performance to see whether the developed online text-based game meets the
standard acceptable level of performance.
1.4 SCOPE OF STUDY
My scope of study is focusing on developing an online text-based strategy game that
requires users to create an account first before playing. The strategy game will be
built in HTML and PHP.
Then, after the game is developed, I have conducted a series of load tests to measure
the performances of the game. The load tests were conducted using several tools that
can monitor and analyze the game's performances. From then, the results of the load
tests were compared against the standard acceptable level of performance and from
the comparison, I have showed that the online text-based game has meet the standard




HTML stands for Hyper Text Markup Language. Markup language provides
a way to combine a text and extra information about it. The extra information,
including structure, layout, or other information, is expressed using markup, which is
typically intermingled with the primary text. It is the predominant markup language
used for web pages. It provides a means to describe the structure of text-based
information in a document like denoting certain text as headings, paragraphs, lists,
and so on and also to supplement that text with interactiveforms, embedded images,
and other objects. HTML is written in the form of labels (known as tags), surrounded
by angle brackets. HTML can also describe, to some degree, the appearance and
semantics of a document, and can include embedded scripting language code which
can affect the behavior of web browsers and other HTML processors.
Since its introduction on July, 1993, HTML has been used extensively to
develop web pages and contents although it lacks some of the features found in
earlier hypertext systems, such as typed links, transclusion, source tracking, fat links,
and more. Even some hypertext features that were in early versions of HTML have
been ignored by most popular web browsers until recently, such as the link element
and in-browser Web page editing.
HTML has undergone many changes since 1993 until the final version of
HTML which is HTML 4.01 was released on December 24, 1999.
2.2 ONLINE GAMES
Online games are games that are integrated inside a web browser and then
user will have to load the web page in order to play the game. They are distinct from
normal video and computer games in that they do not require any client side software
to be installed. Games like this usually need the user to create a personal account that
they will have to use to play the game by accessing the web page.
Online games are normally hosted on a web server that can handle a lot of
traffic since usually many users will login at the same time. The database used to
create online games must be able to interact quickly with server in order to provide
users with good response time when users requested something.
Some examples of online web-based games are Utopia, Online Football
Manager and Neopets.
2.3 TEXT^BASED GAMES
Text-based games are games that use text characters instead of bitmapped or
vector graphics. Text games are typically easier to write and require less processing
power than graphical games, and thus were more common from 1970 to 1990.
Text-based games predate graphical online games by several years, and can
be attributed to the first attempts to bring multiplayer gaming to the internet.
An online text-based game is a game that is played online using solely text-
based interface. Users still use their mouse to navigate and select elements of the
game that they want to interact with, but all the input and display will mostly be in
text with the exception of light use of static graphic.
Examples of online text-based games are Utopia, ezRPG and Earth: 2025.
2.4 STRATEGY GAMES
Strategy games are games that focus on gameplay requiring careful and
skillful thinking and planning in order to achieve victory. In most strategy games, the
player is given a full view of the game world, indirectly controlling the units under
his command.
The origin of strategy games is related to their close counterpart, board
games. Strategy games instantiated on computers generally take one of four
archetypal forms, depending on whether the game is turn-based or real-time and
whether the game's focus is upon military strategy or tactics.
Examples of strategy games are Sid Meier's Civilization series, Gunbound,
Command & Conquer series and Warhammer: Dark Omen.
2.5 TURN-BASED STRATEGY GAMES
A turn-based strategy game is a strategy game (usually some type of
wargame, especially a strategic-level wargame) that is turn-based. The phrase turn-
based is used to distinguish such games from real-time strategy games (which works
as in real time situation).
In this type of game, each player will be given a number of turns for them to
spend in order to play the game. Most of the players action will use up a certain
amount of their turns so players will need to calculate and plan the use of their turns
carefully so that they will received the maximum benefits and avoid wasting their
turns. The amount of useable turns of each player will increase either as time passes
or by meeting certain requirement of the game if there is any.
Some examples of turn-based strategy games are Earth: 2025, Civilization
and Heroes of Might and Magic.
2.6 LOAD TESTING
Load testing is the process of creating demand on a system or device and
measuring its response.
Load testing generally refers to the practice of modeling the expected usage
of a software program by simulating multiple users accessing the program's services
concurrently. As such, this testing is most relevant for multi-user systems, often one
built using a client/server model, such as web servers. However, other types of
software systems can be load-tested also. For example, a word processor or graphics
editor can be forced to read an extremely large document; or a financial package can
be forced to generate a report based on several years' worth of data. The most
accurate load testing occurs with actual, rather than theoretical, results.
Load testing helps to identify the maximum operating capacity of an application
as well as any bottlenecks that might interfere with its operating at capacity. The
basic approach to performing load testing on a Web application is:
1. Identify the performance-critical scenarios.
2. Identify the workload profile for distributing the entire load among the key
scenarios.
3. Identify the metrics that you want to collect in order to verify them against
your performance objectives.
4. Design tests to simulate the load.
5. Use tools to implement the load according to the designed tests, and capture
the metrics.
6. Analyze the metric data captured during the tests.
There are many reasons for load-testing a Web application. The most basic type
of load testing is used to determine the Web application's behavior under both
normal and anticipated peak load conditions. To begin load testing, it is
recommended to start with a small number of virtual users and then incrementally
increase the load from normal to peak. Developers can then observe how the
application performs during this gradually increasing load condition. Eventually, it
will cross a threshold limit for the performance objectives. For example, continue to
increase the load until the server processor utilization reaches 75 percent, or when
end-user response times exceed 8 seconds.
The following are useful inputs for load-testing a Web application:
• Performance-critical usage scenarios
• Workload models
• Performance acceptance criteria
• Performance metrics associated with the acceptance criteria
• Interview feedback from the designer or developer of the Web application
• Interview feedback from end users of the application
• Interview feedback from the operations personnel who will maintain and
manage the application
The main outcomes that load testing helps to accomplish are:
• Updated test plans and test designs for load and performance testing
• Various performance measures such as throughput, response time, and
resource utilization
• Potential bottlenecks that need to be analyzed in the white-box testing phase
• The behavior of the application at various load levels
The following steps are involved in load-testing a Web application:
1. Step 1 - Identify performance acceptance criteria
2. Step 2 - Identify key scenarios
3. Step 3 - Create a workload model
4. Step 4 - Identify the target load levels
5. Step 5 - Identify metrics
6. Step 6 - Design specific tests
7. Step 7 - Run tests
8. Step 8 - Analyze the results
Figure 1: Load Testing Steps
Laad Testing Technique
1. Identify Performance Acceptance Criteria
2. Identify Key Scenarios
3. Create a Workload Model
4. Identify Target Load Levels
S. Identify Metrics
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7 Run Teste
Step 1 - Identify Performance Acceptance Criteria
Identifying performance acceptance criteria is most valuable when initiated
early in the application's development life cycle. It is frequently valuable to record
the acceptance criteria for the application and store them in a place and format that is
available for review and comment. Criteria are typically determined by balancing the
business, industry, technology, competitive, and user requirements.





• Maximum user load.
• Business related metrics.
Step 2 - Identify Key Scenarios
Scenarios are anticipated user paths that generally incorporate multiple
application activities. Key scenarios are those that have specific performance goals,
those considered to be high-risk, those that are most commonly used, or those with a
significant performance impact. The basic steps for identifying key scenarios are.
1. Identify all the scenarios for a Web application.
2. Identify the activities involved in each of the scenarios.
3. Identify the scenarios that are most commonly executed or most resource-
intensive; these will be the key scenarios used for load testing.
Once they have been identified, these key scenarios will be used to create
workload profiles and to design load tests.
Step 3 - Create a Workload Model
When defining workload distribution, consider the following key points for
determining the characteristics for user scenarios:
• A user scenario is defined as a navigational path, including intermediate steps
or activities, taken by the user to complete a task. This can also be thought of
as a user session.
• A user will typically pause between pages during a session. This is known as
user delay or think time.
• A session will have an average duration when viewed across multiple users. It
is important to account for this when defining the load levels that will
translate into concurrent usage, overlapping users, or user sessions per unit of
time.
• Not all scenarios can be performed by a new user, a returning user, or either;
know who you expect your primary users to be and test accordingly.
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Step 4 - Identify Target Load Levels
Identify the load levels to be applied to the workload distribution(s) identified
during the previous step. The purpose of identifying target load levels is to ensure
that the tests can be used to predict or compare a variety of production load
conditions.
Step 5 - Identify Metrics
There is a virtually unlimited number of metrics that can be collected during a
performance test execution. However, collecting too many metrics can make analysis
unwieldy as well as negatively impact the application's actual performance. For
these reasons, it is important to identify the metrics that are most relevant to the
performance objectives and those that are anticipated to help identify bottlenecks.
Only well-selected metrics that are analyzed correctly and contextually provide
information of value.
To evaluate the performance of your application in more detail and to identify
potential bottlenecks, it is frequently useful to monitor metrics in the following
categories:
• Network-specific metrics. This set of metrics provides information about the
overall health and efficiency of the network, including routers, switches, and
gateways.
• System-related metrics. This set of metrics helps to identify the resource
utilization on the server. The resources being utilized are processor, memory,
disk I/O, and network I/O.
• Platform-specific metrics. Platform-specific metrics are related to software
that is used to host the application, such as the Microsoft .NET Framework
common language runtime (CLR) and ASP.NET-related metrics.
• Application-specific metrics. These include custom performance counters
inserted in the application code to monitor application health and identify
performance issues.
• Service-level metrics. These metrics can help to measure overall application
throughput and latency, or they might be tied to specific business scenarios.
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Step 6 - Design Specific Tests
Using the scenarios, key metrics, and workload analysis, developers can now
design specific tests to be conducted. Each test will generally have a different
purpose, collect different data, include different scenarios, and have different target
load levels. The key is to design tests that willhelp collect the information it needs in
order to understand, evaluate, or tune the application.
Step 7 - Run Tests
Poor load simulations can render all of the work in the previous activities useless.
To understand the data collected from a test execution, the load simulation must
reflect the test design. When the simulation does not reflect the test design, the
results are prone to misinterpretation. Consider thefollowing steps when preparing to
simulate load:
1. Configure the test environment in such a way that it mirrors the production
environment as closely as possible, noting and accounting for all differences
between the two.
2. Ensure that performance counters relevant for identified metrics and resource
utilization are being measured and are not interfering with the accuracy of the
simulation.
3. Use appropriate load-generation tools to create a load with the characteristics
specified in the test design.
4. Using the load-generation tool(s), execute tests by first building up to the
target load specified in the test design, in order to validate the correctness of
the simulation. Some things to consider during test execution include:
o Begin load testing with a small number of users distributed against the
user profile, and then incrementally increase the load. It is important
to allow time for the system to stabilize between increases in load
while evaluating the correctness of the simulation.
o Consider continuing to increase the load and record the behavior until
the threshold for the resources identified in the performance
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objectives are reached, even if that load is beyond the target load
specified in the test design. Information about when the system
crosses identified thresholds is just as important as the value of the
metrics at the target load of the test.
o Similarly, it is frequently valuable to continue to increase the number
of users until reaching the service-level limits beyond which the
throughput, response time, and resource utilization will beviolated.
Step 8 - Analyze the Results
Developers can analyze the test results to find performance bottlenecks
between each test run or after all testing has been completed. Analyzing the results
correctly requires training and experience with graphing correlated response time and
system data.
The following are the steps for analyzing the data:
1. Analyze the captured data and compare the results against the metric's
accepted level to determine whether the performance of the application being
tested shows a trend toward or away fromthe performance objectives.
2. Analyze the measured metrics to diagnose potential bottlenecks. Based onthe
analysis, if required, capture additional metrics in subsequent test cycles. For
example, suppose that during the first iteration of load tests, the process
shows a marked increase in memory consumption, indicating a possible
memory leak. In the subsequent iterations, additional memory counters






In this project, I am using the methodology called agile unified process
(AUP) model. This model is using the iterative development framework and is a
simplified version of the Rational Unified Process (RUP). It is designed so that
developers are able to come out with a software prototype in each iteration and then
improved on the feedback gathered on the prototype in the next iteration. The
processes of releasing the prototypes are still using the basic design task: planning,
requirements analysis, design, coding, testing, and documentation.
3.2 AGILE UNIFIED PROCESS
This model is suitable for the project because in the development of the
game, prototypes of the game can be develop quickly and tested for its functionality.
If there is any problem, it can be fixed before moving on to the next prototype with
other functionalities.
The model is still using the RUP's disciplines which are Inception,
Elaboration, Construction and Transition but at the same time still releasing
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Figure 2: AUP Lifecycle
Phases





In this phase, the scope of the project is prepared. If the project does not pass the
Lifecycle Objective Milestone, it can be either cancelled or redesigned. The possible
deliverables from this phase are as shown below:
• An exploration ofclients requirements
• Initial risk assessment
• A project plan
3.2.2 Elaboration:
The problem domain analysis is done here. The architecture of the project
starts to grow and gets its basic form. The project needs more assessment and a lot of
project plan must be developed at this stage. There are two main UML models
required in Elaboration phase which are the Use Case diagram and the Class
diagram. The developer can start to develop the prototype. This phase must pass the
Lifecycle Architecture Milestone. If the project fails, it can be cancelled or
redesigned. It is very costly to do in the next phase.
3.2.3 Construction:
The developer starts to develop the intended project. In this phase, the main
focus is to build the components and other features of the system being designed
earlier. Here is where the programmer begins to do the coding. Several construction
iterations may be developed in order to create a very good demonstrable prototype.
The Construction phase produces the first external release of the software. This phase
also has a milestone called Initial Operational Capability Milestone.
3.2.4 Transition:
In the Transition phase, the product is introduced to the end user. The quality of
the product is checked to ensure it follows the quality level set in the Inception
phase. If it does not meet the level or the standards of the end user's requirement, the
entire cycle in this phase will be done again. After reached the Product Release
Milestone the product is ready to use and ends its development process. Below are
the main activities:
• Train the end user how to use the system
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• Do a beta testing on the system
• Validate whether the product meets the user's expectations.
Figure 3: Incremental release over time
v1 v2 v3 v4 v5
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O Development Release
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This model is good for this project^ as in the first phase of the project, it involves
creating an online game which is web based that can be released in a short period of
time. The main characteristics of AUP that is beneficial to this project are:
• Working software is delivered frequently (weeks rather than months)
• Working software is the principal measure ofprogress
• Even late changes in requirements are welcomed
• Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design
• Simplicity
• Regular adaptation to changing circumstances
Using this method, after each iteration, the prototype is fixed and changes are
made according to the feedback or data gathered during its release. A new and
improved prototype is then created and released in the next iteration. The reason is
that by having a demo often, any missing functionality, error or design flaw can be
detected early and improved rather than having to wait until the testing and
implementation time.














Each prototype will be check to see whether its functionality is working or
not. If it is working, then it is ready for the testing phase. After the testing phase is
the process to compare the results of the load tests against the standard acceptable
level ofperformance to see the game's performances
3.3 CONTENT DEVELOPMENT
Content development is the process of researching, writing, gathering,
organizing, and editing information for publication on web sites that may contain
graphics, audio, video and other medias for viewing and interacting in the Internet
using a web browser. It is part of the content management that is a process or
techniques to support the evolutionary of the web contentdevelopment.
Web content development is often used to create applications to be used in
the web-based environment. In this project, content development will be used to
develop the online web-based strategy game on both platforms.





3.3.1 Content Development Terminology:
• Web planning
Web planning is the process of planning and determining the content of the
web page, the target audience and deciding the purpose.
• Web analysis
Web analysis is the process of analyzing the planning process and the
decisions made.
• Web design
Web design is the process of conceptualization, planning, modeling, and execution
of electronic media delivery via Internet in the form of Markup language suitable for
interpretation by Web browser and display as Graphical user interface (GUI)..
• Web implementation
Web implementation is the process of implementing and testing the content
of the web page in the Internet.
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3.3.2 Benefits of content development:
Content development has many advantages and some of them are:
• Insight into how a Web site should be structured for aesthetics and navigation
based on audience and purpose
• Information about processes and techniques used to build the content of a
Web site
• An understanding of the multi-role, multi-disciplinary tasks involved in
producing excellent Web site content
• A framework for Web content development which encompasses planning,
analysis, design, implementation, and promotion.




Load testing is the process of creating demand on a system or device and
measuring its response.
To load test the Quantum Star, there are several steps to follow as a guideline
on doing the load test as shown in Figure 1. The load test can help to identify the
maximum operating capacity and to figure out the capabilities of Quantum Star
based on the parameters that are tested.
3.4.1 Load Testing Steps
Step 1 - Identify Performance Acceptance Criteria
This step is to identify what are the parameters of Quantum Star that is
chosen to be tested and their acceptable level of performance. The acceptable level of
performance can either be defined before the test or by following to a standard that
has already been established. This input will be used later in the result step.
The parameters and the acceptable level of performance selected for
Quantum Star are:
• Throughput. (50 requests per seconds)
• Maximum user load / Scalability. (300 simultaneous users)
• Response time, (below 1 seconds)
• Page load time. (below 3 seconds)
Step 2 - Identify Key Scenarios
Identifying key scenarios is to identify the scenario that will affect the
performance of Quantum Star. These scenarios will be used to create workload
model and to design load tests. The key scenarios for Quantum Star are:
1. Multiple users simultaneously login into the game
2. Simultaneous users send requests at the same time to the server
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Step 3 - Create a Workload Model
Creating a workload model is to determine how the load of the test is going to
be distributed as users are affected by several scenarios such as:
• A user will typically pause between pages during a session. This is known as
user delay or think time.
• A session will have an average duration when viewed across multiple users. It
is important to account for this when defining the load levels that will
translate into concurrent usage, overlapping users, or user sessions per unit of
time.
• Not all scenarios can be performed by a new user, a returning user, or either;
know who you expect your primary users to be and test accordingly.
Step 4 - Identify Target Load Levels
Identifying the load level's purpose in load testing Quantum Star is to ensure
that the load tests can be used to predict or compare a variety of production load
conditions depending on the parameters chosen.
Step 5 - Identify Metrics
Identifying metrics is to identify the metrics that will be monitored and
observed depending on the parameters. Different parameters will have different
metrics to be monitored to obtain the results.
The identified metrics in load testing the Quantum Star based on each parameter
are as follows:
• Throughput: Throughput per minutes, Throughput per seconds and
Throughput in kilobytes
• Scalability: Number of users and Error rates
• Response Time: Average response time and Maximum response time
• Page Loading Time: Total loading time
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Step 6 - Design Specific Tests
Using the scenarios, key metrics, and workload analysis, specific tests to be
conducted can be designed. Each test will generally have a different purpose, collect
different data, include different scenarios, and have different target load levels. The
key is to design tests that will help collect the information it needs in order to
understand, evaluate, or tune the application.
Each test is designed by taking into account the software that will be used to
run the test. The test's design for each parameter is:
• Throughput: 100 simultaneous users sending requests
• Scalability: Increasing number ofusers until errors are displayed
• Response time: 100 simultaneous users sending requests
• Page load time: Loading the page inside a browser
Step 7 - Run Tests
The load tests are conducted using several softwares where each of the
software has its fiinctions in collecting the tests results and displaying them. The tests
are conducted by inputting the identified loads and running the softwares to see the
results. The softwares used to test each parameter are as follows:
• Throughput: JMeter
• Scalability: JMeter
• Response time: OpenWebLoad
• Page load time: Load Time Analyzer
Step 8 - Analyze the Results
After the results are collected, each parameter tests' results are then compared
to the defined performance acceptance criteria as stated in Step 1. From this
comparison, it can be determined how each parameter is performing against the
defined performance acceptance criteria.
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This will show whether the parameters of Quantum Star chosen is justified in
term ofperformance. The comparison is done as follows:
• Throughput: against defined value
• Scalability: against defined value
• Response time: againstR. D. Miller standard




The project is done in two phases, the first one is developing the online text-based game
and the second phase is to run aload test on the game and compare the data obtained from the
tests against the standard acceptable level of performance. The game will be an online text-based
strategy game that can be accessed using the Local Area Network (LAN) at first and then in the
Internet.
The game is hosted on awebserver so that users can connect to it through the network
and the internet. The webserver handles users' requests to the server when playing the game.
Apache webserver is used in the project as it is afree, common and easy to use and configure
webserver.
4.1 GAME DESIGN
The game developed is an online text-based strategy game. The interface and layout of
the game are developed using HTML and PHP. The database of the game are handled using
MySQL andphpMyAdmin.
The game is called Quantum Star: Generations, an online text-based space strategy games
that utilizes turns-based strategy to run. The game is developed based on a template obtained
from the internet that has undergone lots of fixes and changes to the functionality to make them
work properly in order to be tested.
Some of the fixes and changes are done in the creating a user function where previously
the function is not working as the data sent from the signup form conflicts with the SQL table
structure and thereforethe data query to the SQL has to be rewritten.
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Another example involves fixing most ofthe links or queries from the PHP to the SQL as
most of them are broken because of several factors that include missing arguments, wrong data
are retrieved from the forms and sent to the SQL to update and the PHP forms are not capturing
the input from the players.
Other than that, an improvement on the appearance ofthe game layout was done mostly
by optimizing and rewriting the HTML codes ofthe web pages such as the table structure, links,
information displayed and the CSS (Cascading Style Sheet) used in the development of the
game. But, all these changes are done carefully so as not to make the game's interface differ
from the initial interface.
The objective of the game is for players to manage a fleet of space ships that wanders
within the game's universe and collecting resources while building up their army and going
against other players.
To start playing, a player must first create anaccount that will require their basic profile
and once done, theplayer can login into the game using thecreated account.
Figure 9: Signup Page
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Figure 10: Login Page
After aplayer has login into the game, a page where all the available game listings for the
player to choose will be loaded up and the player must select agame listed there to start playing.
Figure 11: Game Listing Page
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Then, player will need to select their race or faction that they want to use in the game
which is either the United Nations or the Blackstar faction and also players can specify the name
that they will be shown as in the game that they are participating.
Figure 12: Race Selection Page
After choosing a race or faction, player will come to the home page of the game. This
page contains almost the entire summary of the player's condition including the number of
available turns, amount of money available, list of the player's fleet status, list of enemy's fleet
in the current Star System, resources available for mining in the current Star System and games
related news.
From this page, players can take a quick lookon the situation and condition of the current
situation and then select the best course of action by going to other pages to continue their action
to either start mining the resources, attack the enemy, warps to another Star System and other
options.
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Figure 13: Home Page
Figure 14: Mining Page
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An ERD (Entity Relations Diagram) of the game's architecture shows how the elements
and variables of the game are related and functions as there are quite a number of elements and









Figure15: ERDof theonlinetext-based strategy game
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After Quantum Star has been developed, the load tests are run on the game to obtain the
data on the performances of the game. The load tests are conducted using several softwares and
methods. The tools used are JMeter, OpenWebLoad and Load Time Analyzer.




• Page Loading Time
Throughput is a measurement of how much requests per minute that the web application can
handle. This parameter shows whether the web application can handle heavy load in which
multiple users will make requests to the web application and the ability of the web application to
handle the requests are recorded and plotted into a graph using JMeter.
Scalability is a desirable property of a system, a network, or a process, which indicates its
ability to either handle growing amounts of work in a graceful manner, or to be readily enlarged.
In this case, scalability refers to the ability of the web application to handle a maximum number
of users before the web application starts to generate errors to the clients. Multiple sets of load
tests with different load setting are used to record the maximum number of users that the web
application can handle.
Response time is the time a system or functional unit takes to react to a given input. The
response time of a task or thread is defined as the time elapsed between the dispatch (time when
task is ready to execute) to the time when it finishes its job (one dispatch). By using
OpenWebLoad to start sending requests to the server and then monitor the time the server takes
to reply to the client, the response time of the web application can be obtained.
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Page load time is the measurement of how long does the particular web page takes to be
fully loaded into the browser. This is important as text-based games should give a quick response
time due to the minimum use of graphic in the interface. This parameter is tested using the Load
Time Analyzer which can record the time taken to fully load a web page and plots the result into
a graph.
All these parameters will then be compared against the standard acceptable level of
performance as specified by certain people and organization.
For throughput and scalability, no standard acceptable level of performance are found as
these two parameters are usually a predetermined parameter values that is set before the start of
the project to be the benchmark to test the performance of the web application. In this
comparison, the acceptable level of performance for throughput is determined to be fifty requests
per second as this is quite a popular benchmark number used in other projects. The scalability
parameter is determined to be at three hundred simultaneous users as this number is quite a large
number ofusers.
For response time, based on R. B. Miller (1968), the standard acceptable level of
performance for this parameter is below one second. This standard has been establish for forty
years and is widely accepted as the standard for response time parameter and is said that it will
not change even with the advancement of the current technology.
For page loading time parameter, a study done by Microsoft until 2008 has establish a





To measure the throughput parameter, the software used is JMeter. JMeter is configured
to emulate 100 virtual users that will make requests to the web application simultaneously
without looping with 0 seconds interval between users meaning that each initial user requests
will be started simultaneously.
The result is as follows:
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The graph in Figure 16 shows the throughput of Quantum Star against the time it takes to
produce the throughput in milliseconds.
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Table 1: Throughput analysis
Throughput (100 users)
Tries per minute per seconds kilobytes
1 3326.311 55.4 53.98
2 3457.018 57.6 56.1
3 3350.832 55.8 54.37
Average 3378.054 56.3 54.8
Table 1 shows the throughput analysis of Quantum Star after three tries and the average
throughput in three categories; throughput per minutes, throughput per seconds and the
throughput in kilobytes.
Table 2: Comparison of throughput analysis against acceptable performance
Throughput (requests/sec)
Quantum Star Acceptable Difference
56.3 50 6.3
Table 2 shows the comparison between the throughput analysis of Quantum Star against
the acceptable performance defined before the tests are conducted.





Figure 17 is a graphical representation of Table 2 that show the comparison between the
throughput analysis of Quantum Star and the acceptable performance. From the comparison, it
can be seen that the throughput of Quantum Star is higher than the defined acceptable level of
performance by 6.3 requests per seconds. This is goodas higher throughput means that Quantum
Star can handle more requests from user than accepted.
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4.3.2 Scalability
JMeter is used to measure the scalability parameter of the web application. The tests are
done by starting at a low number of users that are gradually increasing as long as the tests does
not show that the web application is generating errors that is sent to the client.
The result is as follows:
Table 3: Scalability analysis
Scalability







From Table 3, it is shown that Quantum Star only starts to generate errors when the
number of users reached 550 users. When comparing this to the acceptable level of performance
defined earlier which is 300, the following observation are acquired:
Table 4: Comparison of scalability analysis against acceptable performance
Scalability (number of users)
Quantum Star Acceptable Difference
550.0 300 250
Table 4 compares the scalability analysis of Quantum Star against the defined acceptable
level ofperformance.
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Figure 18 is a graphical representation of Table 4 that compares the scalability analysis
Quantum Star against the acceptable performance defined earlier.
of
The difference of 250 users shows that Quantum Star managed to accommodate the




Response time is measured using OpenWebLoad. This software will emulate 100 virtual
users that will send requests to the web application and the software will monitor and capture the
time taken for theweb application to reply as the response time.
The result is as follows:
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Figure 19 shows a screenshot of the OpenWebLoad program displaying the result of the
test inside a command prompt. The result shows that the average response time is 0.249 seconds
and the maximum response time is 1.465 seconds.
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Table 5: Response time analysis
Response Time (100 user)





Table 5 shows the result of the response time analysis of Quantum Star that is done in
three tries. The average response time of the tests is 0.236 seconds and the maximum response
time is 1.367 seconds.
This result is the compared to the standard set by R. D. Miller in 1968 which is below 1
second.
Table 6: Comparison of response time analysis against standard acceptable performance
Response Time (seconds)
Quantum Star R. D. Miller Standard Difference
0.236 1 0.764
Table 6 shows the comparison between the response time analysis of Quantum Star and
the standard acceptable level ofperformance as defined by R. D. Miller in 1968.
The graphical representation of Table 6 is shown in Figure 20 that shows the difference
between the Quantum Star response time and the standard acceptable level of performance of







Figure 20: Comparison between response time and R. D. Miller Standard
Response Time
m Quantum Star
ffl R. D. Miller Standard
From Figure 20, it is shown that the difference of response time is 0.764 seconds lower
than the standard acceptable level of performance as defined by R. D. Miller. That means that
this parameter response time is very good.
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4.3.4 Page Load Time
This parameter is measured using the Load Time Analyzer. The Load Time Analyzer is
embedded into the browser and it will capture the total time taken to fully load the web
application into the browser and produce a graph with details on the loading time.





Figure 21: Load Time Analyzer Graph Result
| Wailing forIocalhost...
Transferringdata from Iocalhost.-
20324 bytes (20324 bytes total)
Read Iocalhost
£805 bytes (29129 bytes total)
Read Iocalhost
1002S byte= (39157 bytes total)
Figure 21 is a screenshot of the graph produced by the Load Time Analyzer software
when tested on the Quantum Star. It shows the time it takes to fully loaded a page and the graph
is the showing the load time of every element of the tested page with detailed description of the
graph shown on the right as shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Detailed Load Time Analyzer Graph Result
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Figure 22 shows detailed descriptions on the graph produced by the Load Time Analyzer
by stating the amount of timethat a pagetakes to fully loadeveryelement inside it.








Table 7 shows the page loading time analysis of Quantum Star obtained from the Load
Time Analyzer after three tries.
These results are then compared to the standard acceptable level of performance as
specified by Microsoft to produce this result:
Table 8: Comparison ofpage loading time analysis against standard performance
Page Load Time (milliseconds)
Quantum Star Microsoft Standard Difference
1154.3 3000 1845.7
Table 8 compares the average page loading time of Quantum Star against the standard
acceptable level of performance as defined by Microsoft. The graphical representation on Table
8 is shown in Figure 23.












The result from Figure 23 shows that the difference in the response time is 1845.7
milliseconds which is lower than the Microsoft standard. This shows that Quantum Star manages
to fully load its pages in a time frame that meets the Microsoft standard.
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4.4 DISCUSSIONS
The project was conducted in two semesters in two parts. The first part was mainly on
studies, preliminary research and software and game design. The second part focuses more on
software programming and testing.
At the end of the project, all the objectives are able to be achieved although there are still
some problems with the project. For example, the development of the game did not manage to
fully complete the game with all the planned features and functions. Although most of the basic
and important features and functions needed to run the game is completed, the game cannot be
tested for its full capabilities at the moment. To solve this problem, the solution is either having
more time to develop these unfinished functionalities or just remove them from the game
completely.
Another problem is due to the difficulties faced in completing the game, a thorough test
and check has not been done to check the functionality of the game thoroughly in order to avoid
unsuspecting bugs to emerge. More time are needed if a thorough test of the game's functionality
is to be done.
The testing also face a problem where the users used to test the game's performance
parameters are mostly virtually created user due to difficulties in assembling a large number of
real life users to test the web application simultaneously. This situation might cause a variation in
the results as the test are done virtually and not in real time. To overcome this problem, a session
could be arranged where a lot of users are called to participate in testing the game's performance.
However, even with all these problems, the game seems to be functioning well so far and
the results of the load tests are also convincing enough for this project to be considered a





This project shows that the developed online text-based game is able to meet
the requirement ofthe standard acceptable level ofperformance. This shows that the
developed online text-based game is can provide an acceptable level ofperformance
to all players that plays the game regardless oftheir network connection's strength.
This project enables users of the internet to know what does the acceptable
level of performance that an online text-based game should be able to offer for the
users to be able to experience a nice and smooth user experience and having fun at
the same time.
There are certain parts that still need to be developed mainly the CGI for the
webpages in orderto make the webpagesto be ableto function normally.
As a conclusion, this project is a success as it managed to meet all the
objectives and solve the problemalthoughthere are still some improvements that can
be made especially to the game design.
5.2 RECOMMENDATION
This project can still be improved in certain areas. First of all, although most
of the basic functions of the game needed to run the game are functioning, some of
the additional features and functions are yet to be completed.
Next, the testing phase could be improved by using other tools to carefully
control the testing environment in order to achieve an even more precise set of data
to be used in the comparison.
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Also, a comparison ofthe developed online text-based game against other
online text-based games will strengthen the result ofthe comparison as the game is
compared to something that is quite similar to itsnature.
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